UN Supports “Credible, Inclusive” Presidential Election in Afghanistan

The UN envoy for Afghanistan voiced support for the relative Afghan parties to conduct a “credible and inclusive” presidential election slated for later this month.

UNITED NATIONS - Tadamichi Yamamoto, the special representative of the secretary general for Afghanistan, described the election as “another step in strengthening the foundation of a representative democratic political system” in the country.

The United Nations supports fully the efforts of independent election commission, and electoral complaints commission, security institutions, civil society as well as candidates, their supporters and voters to conduct credible and inclusive elections on schedule, he said.

The Sept. 28 poll will be the fourth presidential election in Afghanistan since 2001, when the United States invaded the country following the September 11 attacks and overthrow the Taliban, in power since 1996.

Yamamoto said many Afghan people hope for an end to the conflict, “but they also fear that peace might come at the sacrifice of freedom and rights, which the country has striven to protect and advance for the past 18 years.”

Many young people, especially young women, are worried about future restrictions to their participation in the socio-economic and political life of their country, he added.

In this light, the UN envoy said credible elections would provide an important political foundation for the future of the country as well as legitimacy and authority to the elected president, which would be important in view of the expected peace process.

He pointed to Taliban’s stated threat to disrupt the electoral process, stressing attacks directed against polling centers and civilians participating in the electoral process are unacceptable and urging the Taliban to retract the threat.

He also urged the government to provide... (More on P4)...(1)

KABUL - India Permanent Representative at the UN Syed Akbaruddin has stressed the need for continued international community support to Afghan security forces in fight against terrorism.

Addressing Quarterly debate on United Nation Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), the Indian envoy said the support and safe havens enjoyed from beyond Afghanistan’s borders by groups such as the Taliban, the Haqqani Network, Da’esh, (More on P4)...(3)

WASHINGTON - US President Donald Trump has dismissed his National Security Advisor (NSA) John Bolton as a result of disagreements on policy issues.

Trump tweeted: “I informed John Bolton last night that his services are no longer needed at the White House. I disagreed strongly with many of his suggestions, as did others in the administration.”

Trump tweeted that he told Bolton Monday night his services were no longer needed at the White House and Bolton submitted his resignation Tuesday morning. (More on P4)...(2)
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